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Ternate and Tidore: Early East-West encounters in the Clove 
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Budaya Banda Naira. x.ii + 290 pp., illustrations, photographs, ap
pendix, bibliography. Rp. 25,000, paper. 

KAREN FROJEN 
CUNY GRADUATE CENTER, CITY UNNERSITY OF NEW YORK 

Turbulent Times is aptly named, focusing on the most colorful characters 
and dramatic moments in the centuries-long story of struggle over control 
of the spice trade in North Maluku. Admirers of Hanna's Indonesian 
Banda (1978) will recognize, in this collaboration with Des Alwi, 
Hanna's dramatic evocation ofMaluku history and his critical assessment 
of the power struggles that accompanied Europe's violent entrance into 
the snice trade. When I found the book in the Rumah Budaya Banda 
NairdMuseum in January 1991 (when it was just off the presses), I was 
taking a vacation from a study of Tidorean oral history traditions. Since 
these traditions offer few details on the actual personalities and goings-on 
of each successive regime (often little more than a list of the names of 
rulers), this book's more descriptive accounts were especially welcome. 

Indeed, each chapter can be read as a self-contained tale in a series of 
power struggles, accompanied by judicious sifting through the rumors that 
accompanied them. As in a good mystery novel, we are even treated to 
creative accounts of the possible motivations of the main actors in these 
dramas, and to the flaws of character that almost inevitably bring about 
their ruin. This is reflected in such chapter titles as "The Freakish Regime 
of Good Governor Galvao," "The Peregrinations and Perils of Hairun," 
"Francis Drake's Curious Visit," "Baab's Mysterious Death," "The 
Despicable Sultan Madarsjah," "The Abominable Admiral de V1aming," 
and "M. Pierre Poivre and the Purloined Spice Trees." This gives you a 
flavor of the sometimes quaint but appealing style that the authors may 
have retained from their reading of early source materials. (1l1e captions 
to the twenty photographs included in the text also have a whimsical feel 
to them.) Another chapter title, "Moluccan Peccadillos, Iberian Fiascos," 
sums up the authors' generally cynical assessment of the self-interest and 
greed of all parties to these processes. At times the reader's head spins at 
the ultimately almost comic repetition of disasters that befell successive 
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regimes, both indigenous and European. (I know for a fact that the book 
has inspired one tourist-playwright sojourning in Ternate Town to write a 
musical comedy in the "comedy of errors" style based on these accounts!) 
But more importantly, in the interstices between these accounts of palace 
intrigue, there is some good etlmography. 

Readers will especially appreciate vivid descriptions of an emerging 
Ternate Town. The European and mestizo society, initially eonfmed 
within the walls of Gammalamma Castle and Fort Malayo (later Fort 
Oranje) was, by the late seventeenth century, finally able to move beyond 
those walls and the almost constant state of siege of earlier times. 

Contrary to present local historical interpretations that the town must 
have been founded on a particular day or year, the following passage 
shows how the town grew up gradually between the Sultan's court and the 
European fort as a de facto capital, trading center and safe harbor con
trolled to varying degrees by various powers: 

The Dutch governor lived and worked in Fort Oranje, together with 
most of the V.O.C. personnel assigned to it; the sultan lived in his 
Melayo palace a mile away. About the sultan's palace and along the sea
coast clustered a few hundred Malay-style houses of bamboo, matting, 
and thatch, many standing on stilts over the tidal flats. On the fringes of 
Fort Oranje were built up about a hundred semi-European style houses, 
many of them of stone, brick, plaster, and tile, In between the Ternatean 
and the European towns was the Chinese quarter, another hundred or so 
semi-Chinese style buildings serving as homes, shops, warehouses and 
workshops, for the Chinese almost inevitably entered trade or practiced 
the crafts and almost inevitably prospered. The conspicuous structures 
were the huge Dutch fort set not far back from the waterfront with a 
long pier and wharves, shipyards, and warehouses to serve it; the sul
tan's palace set on a hill overlooking town and port; and the royal 
mosque adjacent to the palace (pp. 190-191 ). 

The authors concentrate mainly on political history and elite political 
figures. The conspicuous absence of a discussion of Wallace's sojourn in 
Ternate Town is understandable in this regard (see Wallace 1869). Still, 
one would like to know more about how these colonial processes and 
upheavals affected the everyday lives of ordinary people in the town, and 
also in rural areas. Were settlement patterns as wildly fluctuating as the 
circulation of court and colonial elites? 

We hear a great deal about how competing colonial powers felt about 
the Dutch policy of uprooting spice trees in Northern Maluku to maintain 
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their monopoly in the spice trade, but how were ordin~ry sma~lholder 
farmers affected by these policies? The destructwn of sp1ce horticulture 
on Temate and Tidore may have severed the courts' access to merchant 

lth from nearby peasant producers, but no doubt intensified other 
wea . · 1 1· 
forms of tributary extraction and trade-based political t1~s 111 t 1e :mter-
lands (including slave raiding and specialized commodity collectiOn of 
forest products in Halmahera, Raja Ampat: and ~apua). These process~s 
are not analyzed, even though, like Hanna s earher book on Banda, tlus 
book can be read as a case study of the usually disastrous consequences of 
the articulation of merchant capitalism with tributary. mod~s of produc
tion. At least the presence in North Maluku of centrahzed. kingdoms may 
have spared them the fate experienced by the less centrahzed clan-~ased 
polities of the Banda Islands, whose populations were extcm1mated 
shortly after European contact. In short, the book ~mphasi~es a history of 
personalities, big men, and important events, but g1ves us httle about local 

understandings or lifeways beyond Temate Town. . 
Des Alwi deserves our gratitude for taking on the daunting t.ask of 

organizing and expanding the late Dr. Hanna's unfinishe? manuscnpt and 
publishing it through the auspices of the Yay.asan Wansan d~n Budaya 
Banda Naira under his direction. Rumor has Jt that a forthc~mm? second 
edition will be carefully edited for the spelling and grammatJcal mconsJs
tencies that remain in this edition. It might be prudent at that .t1me als~ to 
edit for style and repetitions of content that are occasionall~ d1scon~ertmg. 
But this is a minor issue. Turbulent Times makes fascmatJ~g readmg and 
is a lively narrative constructed from historical matenals on North 
Maluku that were previously difficult to access. Perhaps the best re~om
mendation comes from the present Sultan ofTematc hi~sclf, w~o .pmnted 
out when I asked his opinion of the book, "Well, these 1s a lot 111 1t that I 
did not know before." For that very reason, all serious sch~lars of M~luku 
history and culture will want it on t~1eir boo~shelves. Fmally, a .t1mely 
translation of this book into Indonesian, makmg the book access1bl~ to 
Indonesian students of Maluku society and Moluccans them~clves, 1mght 
eliminate the complaint I often heard during my fieldwork m the North 
Maluku that "Westerners often seem to know more about Moluccan 

history that we Moluccans do." 
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As ~he titl_e o: the book suggests, the central problem that Dirk Telje 
con ronts m his ~ork is "whether, among the Giman, a totality of featur: 
can be found which can be defined as a symbolic s ste " 
det~I~nine this,_ h~ i~vesti~ates the symbolic propertres ::; th7~~ ~{der to 
~uhlo and Puhkm, m wluch the Giman live (chapter 2) I llages, 
hon and its r"t 1 ( h , louse construe-

! . I ua s e apter 3), agricultural rituals (chapter 4) the s . 't 
w~~ ? ( C~l~p~e~ ~), and Giman social organization and the regio~al sy!~: 
WI un w uc ~tIS embedded (chapter 6). The introducto and c . 
chapters provide a_n over:iew of his theoretical perspecJve 
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of sym~ohsm and Its particular realization among the Giman e 
Teueur makes an effort to reconstruct an image of . . di 

syn b 1· d · an m genous 
1 o_ JC or er-particularly in his analysis of house cosmolo . 

tural ntuals, the spirit world, and social organization This isgy, agncul
he claims beca 1 1 · necessary 

. . , use muc 1 las changed over the last centuries to b , 
the mdJgenous worl?view from sight: Islam was introduced in t~e s~~~~ 
~~~~ry, ~~le .P?P~!~tion was forced into larger village settlements around 

' an ongma system of endogamy has disappeared, and there i I 
sys~em ~reated by the rule of !emate has ultimately been replaced ;yo~e 
region~ sy.stcm of the Indonesian nation-state. 

fam~l~~:: :~~:~:i~[~~~;eer~ ~~~:,~:i:t ~~;'nbolic op~ositions th~t. are 

include: seaside/landside, above/below, ~utside~~:u~:o~:~n~~~t~~~;~~~s 
' 
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male/female, elder/younger, and rootstock/sununit; but he also considers a 
nwnber of other symbolic elements, oppositions, and patterns. 

In his analysis of the symbolic relation between the two Giman vil
lages, for instance, Teljeur paints a picture in which the two villages, 
Pulikin and Pulil6, are related to each other as the living room and the 
kitchen of a single dwelling. Symbolic associations are built up by noting 
that the living room (in traditional dwellings and in the relation between 
the two villages) is conceptualized as seaside, male, and outside; while the 
kitchen is conceptualized as landside, female, and inside. 

On the one hand each village is an enclosed whole, so that all the places 
in Pulikin as well as Pulil6 are referred to as 'in the village' .... On the 
other hand, the two villages form a whole, so that it is said only in Pulil6 
that one is going outside ... if one is leaving the village in the direction 
of Pulikin .... This 'going outside' is comparable to going from the 
kitchen to the living room. It implies that one is in this sense 'inside' 
only if one is in Pulil6. ( 46) 

The spngaji, the head of the Five Regions of South Halmahera, had his 
seat on the inside, in Pulil6, whereas the outside village of Pulikin guarded 
the path to Pulil6 against enemy attack. Indeed, those who live in Pulikin 
(as the outside guards of Pulil6) are characterized as being "virile, war
like, brave," while those on the inside, in Pulil6, are seen as "womanlike" 
(46). In this way, here and in other contexts, Teljeur carefully builds up a 
set of symbolic associations that comprise what he calls a "symbolic 
construction." 

In his analysis of the symbolic system of the Giman, Teljeur proceeds 
not from the whole to the parts, as Levi-Strauss (1967) or Dumont (1980, 
1982) would have it. Rather, he moves from the parts to the whole. He 
begins by stating that 

the elements of a symbolic system are taken from the world in which 
people live. They already possess an intrinsic, primary significance, to 
which an extra, symbolic significance is added. (6) 

His insistence on "intrinsic significance" is baffling: he seems to assume 
that cultural "elements" have an inherent significance that can be deter
mined apart from their place in a larger system of relationships. Yet when 
he asks what the intrinsic significance of these elements is ( 168), he 
immediately speaks of them in relational tcnns-in terms of oppositions, 
whether explicit or implied (168-170). 


